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Key Takeaways
RPA’s Quick Win Approach Raises Reliability, 
Business Continuity, And Security Concerns
Business, infrastructure, and operations concerns 
raise the question of what is the best operating 
model to support RPA and deliver value to 
customers and stakeholders.

The Technology Organization Runs The 
Robotic Center And Control Framework
The robotics center has engagement and delivery 
assurance responsibilities. A 10-point control 
framework ensures that business-designed 
robots will scale and be managed well.

A Federated Model Keeps Business Focused 
On Design And Change Management
Mature RPA operating models blend tasks across 
business units and the technology organization. 
Businesses should focus on design and change 
management.

Why Read This Report
Early enthusiasm for robotic process automation 
(RPA) has led to a tapping of the brakes due 
to business, infrastructure, and operations 
concerns. Enterprise architecture (EA) pros are 
seeking guidance on the best operating model for 
RPA to deliver long-term value to stakeholders. 
This report synthesizes leading approaches 
and includes a 10-point control framework 
that ensures that business-led automations 
meet the technology organization’s control and 
infrastructure criteria. We also provide a guide to 
RPA service providers.
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The Growing Digital Workforce Challenges Operating Models
Initially, the search for quick solutions to digitize human tasks was what propelled RPA investment, but 
today’s leading firms envision a digital workforce built with RPA and enhanced with AI components — 
and the technology is rapidly getting there. RPA tools are relatively cheap and fast; you can download 
free RPA software and develop a bot in a few days. And who needs a business case when projects can 
be self-funded from productivity gains? But all this early enthusiasm has now led to EAs calling a time 
out. Business, infrastructure, and operations concerns require an RPA support model that adds, rather 
than detracts, value to stakeholders. This comment from a major Australian bank with 400 production 
bots sums up the problem:

“Scaling RPA requires organizational belief, and it may take three to six months to get IT to agree, 
compliance on board, and the business to trust and not be threatened by the digital workforce. 
This takes time and resources.” (Senior operations manager, major Australian bank)

Business Challenges Begin To Surface

Forrester has received hundreds of inquiries on RPA. Vendor selection is a hot topic, but more than 
half concern business issues. “Business” refers mostly to operations run as shared services including 
procurement, supply chain, HR, and customer service as well as, to a lesser extent, sales, marketing, 
and functions within independent business units. Enterprises are not sure how to keep:

 › Stakeholders aligned with an emerging digital workforce. Digital workers are here to stay. NASA, 
for example, has introduced “Washington,” the first digital employee.1 He works 24x7, has a valid 
.gov email address, and lives in the server room. It might take a month to build a Washington — but it 
will take six times that amount of time to get management and other stakeholders on board. In most 
organizations, the number of people working for a person is a measure of importance. Managers are 
thus threatened when you replace their humans with bots. The technology organization also has a 
long list of objections and may resist small changes to legacy systems that make bots work better. 
Champions are required to communicate robotic value to reticent stakeholders.

 › Digital workers from getting out of control. Business owners can download an app and rapidly 
build a bot — but the necessity for developing the right controls lengthens the process drastically. 
A large government agency told us: “A simple process for us has 150 clicks with two applications 
accessed. This takes a week to build. We’re just recording what staff are doing. We don’t need a 
requirements document. We take a two-week period and then demo it for the process owner. But 
here’s the problem: We must make sure that the bot will meet federal requirements for data privacy, 
data leak control, and business continuity. But we are still developing the controls we need.” (EA 
professional, major government program)

 › Bad processes from getting robotized. RPA plugs gaps in legacy systems but sometimes delays 
needed system modernization.2 Some processes would benefit more from new digital approaches, 
not from a patchwork of RPA robots doing the same old process with slightly less labor. If firms can 
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improve things themselves first, they should do so. Applications with a less-than-stable history are 
not good candidates; nor are many software-as-a-service (SaaS) apps, such as Google Sheets, 
that confuse bots with too many updates.

 › Change management initiatives front and center. Internal users and their immediate managers, 
despite stated desires, have a great fear of change as well as heightened anxiety about robotic 
solutions replacing them. Automation technologists (67%) cite fear of job loss as the worry that 
creates the most severe negative attitudes.3 Leading companies will focus on allocating required 
resources to organization change management to get ahead of this issue.

 › Human replacements from creating process knowledge gaps. Human process knowledge is 
an undervalued commodity. Once programmed into the robot, however, much of it disappears. The 
fear? With the people now gone, there is no one to second-guess the machine. It’s comparable to a 
bakery that depends on a mix: With the original recipe lost, the operation has a new form of exposure. 
Governance that includes process documentation and audit trails for decisions is needed to fill that gap.

Infrastructure Basics Are Being Defined As We Automate

Today, enterprises struggle with multiple RPA platforms as well as management, control, and scale 
issues. Operating models are being defined to address:

 › Infrastructure and operations challenges. The tech management group at one oil and gas company 
put a halt on replacing 100 people at finance and accounting postings with RPA robots. Why? The 
company required the same governance rigor for RPA that the SAP host system had, and its current 
vendor fell short. Connectivity monitoring, out-of-the-box version control, centrally controlled rollback 
capabilities, and testing procedures for application changes need to be agreed upon.

 › Newly understood RPA security issues. RPA creates digital workers that replace humans, but 
security provisions were built for humans, not robots. Very few robots can enter a code into a 
smartphone or have fingerprints, but these digital workers need access to apps within highly secure 
boundaries. A malicious employee could build a robot to take money from one account for deposit 
to the Cayman Islands. One insurer’s robots had to access the mainframe with login credentials 
just like a human worker would. To get these credentials, they needed to register to the HR system. 
Management was surprised when the hundreds of robots started showing up as headcount.4

 › How to manage and control proliferating robots. Control processes, such as the split between 
the overall business and the technology organization (and exactly what needs to be managed), 
are not clear for many. In addition, reviewed vendor control towers are in early development. End-
to-end visibility across robots with a real-time rolling view was subpar for half the field.5 Central 
control of work queues, schedules, execution rules, and support to “spin up” and stop robots is 
important to reduce the need to edit scripts for individual robots.
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Your Operating Model Should Think Big, Start Small, And Spread
Mature operating models for RPA blend tasks across business units and the technology organization 
(see Figure 1). Several enterprises started out centralizing all support but moved to a federated hub-
and-spoke model with multiple automation design centers located in the business.

FIGURE 1 RPA Requires A Federated Operating Model
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Tech Must Go Beyond Giving Advice As It Engages With The Business

Identifying areas where RPA can work, selecting and managing vendors, and providing subject matter 
expertise will require significant business engagement. The top engagement tasks and responsibilities 
are to:

 › Maintain the control framework. Distributed responsibility puts emphasis on maintaining a 
checklist before a robot moves into production (see Figure 2). Bot design within business areas 
makes this a crucial factor. Apple’s App Store is an apt comparison: Before an app can be 
registered, it must meet specific, documented criteria. The robot checklist is similar — it ensures a 
successful deployment.

 › Provide guidance on what to robotize. Business departments need assistance when determining 
if a process is a good one to robotize. “Our decision-making group involves scrum masters as part 
of a team to engage the business. They track a catalog of the best automation projects — prioritized 
with an amber or red heat map. They have rules to estimate delivery time and process complexity 
and to ensure that a process is a good one for RPA.” (EA professional, oil and gas company)

 › Drive architecture decisions, vendor selection, and management. RPA introduces architectural 
issues that concern VDI (virtual desktop infrastructure), Citrix virtualization, and desktop integration 
as well as control tower and design and coding standards.6 Selecting the right vendor(s) requires a 
focused effort — Forrester now counts 42 vendors with RPA offerings and another 50 big and small 
service companies building process automation businesses with RPA.

 › Keep diverse automation groups aligned and up to speed. Consolidating research and 
vendor information provides useful insight. This attitude from a large US-based financial services 
firm is representative:

“Small pilots for RPA work well — but it gets complex with a high (100-plus) number of robots. At 
the group level, we share our deeper experience with RPA. But our operating companies have 
different levels of maturity. Our goal is to narrow the field of suppliers to consider as well as sharing 
best practices to ensure return on investment.” (EA professional, global financial services company)
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FIGURE 2 A 10-Point Control Framework Will Ensure A Sustainable Digital Workforce
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FIGURE 2 A 10-Point Control Framework Will Ensure A Sustainable Digital Workforce (Cont.)
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Delivery Assurance Makes Sure The Automation Performs, Scales, And Is Managed Properly

The technology organization’s focus is on operational efficiency of automation efforts. RPA 
implementations must be checked to ensure that they work well and can be managed long term. 
Principle tech responsibilities include:

 › Managing business continuity. Load balancing and rollback/roll-forward procedures all need to 
be formally addressed: Should each bot be kept in a failover site? Should disaster recovery testing 
be required as part of a rollout? Northern Trust’s RPA program is driven by the business, with the 
COO’s endorsement. Initial use cases are global reconciliations, fund accounting, and bots that grab 
statements from fund company websites. The COO’s concerns are for reputational risk, compliance, 
resilience, reliability, ease of use, scalability, and integration with ICR/OCR and cognitive.7

 › Managing new security and compliance issues. Introducing new security risks is one of the top 
three challenges resulting from the use of AI building blocks, according to 26% of enterprises we 
surveyed.8 While one robotics vendor argues, “You have replaced the people with bots, so there 
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is no more risk,” a senior enterprise architect at a major bank disagrees: “In most cases, you have 
just moved the risk or created new ones. For example, the RPA bots we deployed operated in one 
‘trust boundary.’ There was no constraint. The bot could invoke shared components for up to 100 
running workflows — a significant new risk.” If incoming emails automatically trigger a bot, don’t 
assume that their attachments are secure. Forrester’s Zero Trust framework is a good start for 
assessing new AI security exposure.9

 › Managing scalability, which takes several forms. A department-level process such as claims 
adjudication has few scale concerns. But what about a global finance process across multiple 
geographies and applications? RPA replaces many full-time employees (FTEs) but may require an 
added level of support (e.g., people to maintain code, wrestle with errors, and manage operations). 
What about when robot tasks are sequenced and must talk to one another? How is this managed 
at scale? Scaling problems will not be evident in the proof of concept but must be looked at before 
widespread deployment.

 › Taking the lead in robot management and control. Most enterprises we interviewed had created 
an operations solution center in the technology organization for control of robots. In this situation, 
only the operations center has the rights to manage and control the robots, while the business 
cannot: It has limited access to start or stop a robot but cannot modify robot tasks and schedules. 
But at the same time, business departments require monitoring and visibility into robot activity.

 › Dealing with UI integration issues. Only a small percentage of a firm’s installed application 
base has REST APIs.10 RPA’s strength is that it doesn’t need them, but this brings potential 
desktop integration challenges that include VDI, Citrix, and application changes. Integration with 
proliferating cloud apps, such as Google Sheets, and with complex tools, such as Microsoft 
Silverlight, are often mentioned as big headaches.

 › Re-enforcing Agile methodologies. Some projects will fail due to poor ROI or complexity. Let 
them; allow the team to move quickly, fail fast, and keep going. If you are scaling Agile in your 
enterprise, use it in this area — it’s a great fit. A midsize insurer had a small automation team that 
identified RPA opportunities, documented replaced processes, and spearheaded training and skill 
development. They used Agile methodologies as an RPA operational principle, with a new rollout 
every two weeks. A large financial firm delivered 250 bots with scrum teams of 25 staff in the UK 
and 16 in India.

The Business Should Focus On Design, Not Control
The “business” in an RPA context is mostly “operations” run as shared services, such as procurement, 
supply chain, HR, and customer service. Scale, scope of the automation efforts, autonomy of the 
business unit, and technical skills within the business will help determine the right blend of tasks between 
the business and the technology organization. But for business areas, top responsibilities are to:
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 › Drive change management initiatives. Leading companies must allocate resources to 
organizational change management. For example, the process transformation lead in the operations 
group at an American bank holding company told us: “Half of my team (2.5 staff members) focus on 
cultural and change management issues that we’re just beginning to understand and address. We 
realize there’s human change — we’ve taken something away from them.”

 › Own the design process. The business owns the process and therefore should design the 
automation. For most interviewed, this included making changes and updates to existing designs. 
After all, the staff being robotized were hired and trained by them, and often the apps that the bots 
work with are managed by them as well. And today, RPA design teams are just as likely to report 
to the business. But the business is not always aware of RPA’s potential, best project management 
practices, or operational issues. As a result, one-third of those interviewed felt that process design 
and development is best performed by the technology organization in collaboration with the 
business given the high level of technical expertise required.

 › Monitor the digital worker. Your new digital workers report to the business. And just like human 
workers, they need to know how they are performing. In some models, the bot, which tirelessly 
works 24x7, should be three times more productive then a human managing one shift. Hence, a 
bot should replace three people. But is this actually happening? The business will need to monitor 
bot performance and get reports on their productivity, much as they do with their human staff.

 › Define metrics for process discovery and successful outcomes. Several companies required 
standards and specific success factors for automation. According to one: “We need automation 
orchestration that looks at where to automate with RPA, the criteria that make for good and bad 
automation, and the key metrics that define success. There are lots of groups around here doing 
automation.” (Senior EA professional, major Midwestern bank)

 › Develop and resolve automation business case issues. Dell EMC uses its “Skywalker” bot to 
generate price expiration reports and create new quotes for its sales teams.11 The organization 
takes a project-by-project self-funding approach. Others are more formal, such as a large EMEA-
based bank that has delivered 300 RPA automations. Its operating model insists that projects 
have an ROI of less than 12 months. Operational efficiency also represents critical savings when it 
comes to business process management (BPM), enterprise service bus, data integration, and other 
automation efforts. In some cases, RPA gets to the savings faster and gobbles them up.

Enterprises Will Find The Balance That Works For Them
The operating model described here is a starting point and will take different forms. Some firms will 
have more tasks within the business, while others will put all of them within the technology organization. 
Either way, the important objective to ensure successful deployment is that all tasks are covered.
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Staffing And Organizational Approaches Vary The Most

How many resources will a firm need to operate RPA at scale? One rule of thumb helps: Take 15% of 
the FTEs that RPA displaces and assume that that’s the level of required staff. Most of these will be in 
the business doing bot design and application fixes, with a third left to the technology organization for 
RPA management. A top insurer had 40 people in its RPA center of excellence (CoE) alone.12 Several 
tier-one systems integrators we interviewed have over 100 staff supporting large-scale operations. But 
we found that staffing approaches varied:

 › Most have major components within the business. One enterprise has three core RPA teams: 
one for engagement with process stakeholders, a second delivery team that designs and develops 
the robots, and a third tasked with delivery assurance that does testing and remedial functions. 
These teams work closely with the technology organization but are part of the business.

 › Many build RPA operations within a significant department such as customer service. 
RPA is often specialized for large-scale attended (customer service) and unattended (finance 
and administration) operations, referred to as the front office and back office, respectively.13 For 
example, a large telecom organization has over 30,000 staff that handle 50 million services calls 
a year. It has implemented over 100 desktop automations to relieve many routine tasks. The 
organization uses RPA to deal with data inefficiencies around Siebel, such as an address change 
that must be entered in three systems. Its automation group only supports this contact center in 
order to find RPA opportunities, train, and develop skills.

 › A few firms center their automation teams in a labor-arbitrage location. A major bank 
dismantled its UK-based team that ran RPA operations and moved it to India. The rationale? Let’s 
get the team closer to where the work is being robotized.

 › Some businesses have more than one CoE. One CoE may not be enough for a large/complex 
enterprise. AIG’s RPA program includes two CoEs to support automation in both the commercial 
and life/retirement businesses. Top goals include formulating best practices in the design and 
implementation of automated processes, a resilient and scalable technical infrastructure, robust 
delivery methodology, and enterprise-grade security.

Scope And Emphasis Also Take Different Forms

CoEs are often targets during economic downturns. The term itself — “center of excellence” — gives 
off a sense of being nonessential and perhaps sets too high a bar. Recognizing this, several enterprises 
use terms such as “automation centers” or “robotics innovation council.” Naming aside, scope requires 
extensive internal discussion. We saw enterprises that:

 › Focus more on operations and less on governance. Allstate’s robotic operating model built 
development and test environments, helping to ensure a scalable and secure production environment. 
Staff also trained business users in design and helped identify processes for automation. The staff 
sees a great deal of interest outside of finance and accounting and shared services organizations.
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 › Look beyond RPA to more general automation. BNY Mellon established a CoE for RPA but 
expanded it to focus on all automation that operates at the UI, as opposed to the database, layer. 
The CoE reports to the COO. Technology, compliance, audit, risk, and legal are all partners with this 
CoE. Vendor selection, design practice, infrastructure, and financial reporting are the focus areas.14 
The technology organization controls security, technology governance, hardware infrastructure, 
and resilience. Staff in India and New York support a mirrored control room to allow a “follow the 
sun” development. After the first six months, BNY added dedicated staff to the business. The 
organization believes that the future RPA operating model will be federated, with business-owned 
development and modeling resources in lockstep 
with centralized governance and control.

 › Enlist BPOs before being devoured by the RPA 
cobra. Most RPA implementation makes use of 
external resources. These often come in the form 
of business process outsourcers (BPOs) currently 
providing labor arbitrage services that are ripe 
for automation. Services companies will be part 
of your operating model. They can jump-start 
proofs of concept, do initial development, find the 
right processes to automate, and transfer design 
and management capability. We find that service 
providers divide into five categories (see Figure 3).15

 › Develop an internal revenue model. Before this US government agency’s operating model was in 
place, robots were popping up all over:

“Now we have a control framework, and better yet, I can charge for our digital workers. Our new 
digital employee costs 21 cents per minute; no slacker, he works 24x7x365.16 He learns new work 
instructions in one minute and can be trained in two to four weeks. Any task in which a keyboard and 
mouse is used is a target. Basically, if you can type it, the digital worker can do it. It will not be invited 
to the summer party but otherwise is the equivalent of a regular employee. A login and a unique 
identifying number allows auditing. An email address is used to send and receive work. It needs a 
regular software license but only works through Citrix or a VPN.” (Head of automation, NASA)

The future RPA operating 
model will be federated, 
with business-owned 
development/modeling 
resources in lockstep with 
centralized governance/
control.
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FIGURE 3 RPA Service Providers Will Be Part Of The Operating Model
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1) Service companies with a primary focus on RPA and automation

2) Service companies with multiple offerings that include RPA

3) Service companies that provide RPA tools and services and partner with leading platforms

4) Companies with a primary market focus that includes RPA and automation products and services

5) Companies that primarily operate in a geographical region (e.g., EMEA, Latin America)

This is not an exhaustive list and is meant to include representative companies in each category.

Recommendations

Operating Models For RPA Should Be Light And Federated
Consistent with the tactical “as-is/leave the process alone” spirit of RPA, the robotics center is in 
marked contrast to established BPM CoEs and strategic functions that govern project investment, 
methodology, and standards. EA professionals should work to keep it that way, but in the process of 
doing so, be sure to:
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 › Start centrally, but plan to federate responsibility to the business. Formalize the operating 
model early in the RPA journey. It’s OK to tune operations in a small centralized team, but plan to 
spread out outlined functions to individual business units. Develop a joint understanding between 
the overall business and the technology organization before automation projects get out of control. 
This will drive a quicker set of results and avoid a host of potential RPA issues.

 › Build the operating model around automation, not a specific RPA tool. The digital worker of the 
future will be provided by a range of technology. Forrester has identified 13 AI technology building 
blocks that can add intelligence to existing and new applications.17 In addition, you may end up 
with a couple of RPA tools that specialize in a process domain such as finance and accounting, 
contact center, or IT service management (ITSM). We noticed a few enterprises that build their 
CoEs too tightly around a specific RPA vendor’s offering, hurting their long-term value.

 › Use names to get people to warm up to bots. Words are important. Name a bot after a top 
performer, and you will get employee support. Human names give the bots personality, which helps 
them be better accepted. One large company had three primary bots named Yoda, Emily, and 
Apollo — thus achieving gender and age diversity.

 › Include customer experience (CX) and revenue in your hunt for operational efficiency. 
Cost reduction through integration of legacy apps on a processor’s desktop is the typical RPA 
use case. All good — but RPA can both generate new revenue and improve CX. Debt collection 
and a reduced cycle time for an order-to-cash process are fertile improvement areas for higher 
revenue. CX, though, can be more dramatic. In one case, robots gathered information for an agent 
after receiving an account number and handled security questions, with the result of reducing an 
average hold time of 12 seconds that can be annoying to customers.

 › Get ready: A chief automation office (CAO) is now part of the conversation. Enterprises have 
not pulled the trigger on a CAO; the focus thus far has been on the operating model. This type 
of response is typical: “We are manufacturing — and are having conversations about — a chief 
automation officer. Today, as CIO, I’m being asked to fill that role. But our plant and logistics functions 
are super interested in the area. They may create a parallel position to me.” (CIO, manufacturing)
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Engage With An Analyst
Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for iOS and Android.
Stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
Each call includes analyst 
Q&A and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

Supplemental Material

Companies Interviewed For This Report

We would like to thank the individuals from the following companies who generously gave their 
time during the research for this report. Forrester interviewed over 100 end user companies on their 
approach to scaling RPA automation in their enterprise. Special thanks to the following RPA software 
providers for their review of the approach:

AntWorks

Automation Anywhere

Blue Prism

Kofax

Kryon Systems

Softomotive

WorkFusion
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Endnotes
1 Source: Matt Leonard, “NASA’s newest employee isn’t human,” GCN, May 18, 2017 (https://gcn.com/

articles/2017/05/18/nasa-rpa-bot.aspx).

2 Please check out the following report that describes issues with the nonstrategic aspects of RPA. See the Forrester 
report “The RPA Market Will Reach $2.9 Billion By 2021.”

3 Source: Forrester’s Q2 2016 Global Automation Technology Online Survey.

4 Options include using real, active employee IDs as the bots, using an employee ID type but with generic names to 
represent the bots, using a contractor/vendor ID but with generic names to represent the bots, or innovating and 
creating a new ID type unique for the bot.

5 For control tower scores for vendors, please see the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Robotic Process 
Automation, Q1 2017.”

6 Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) is virtualization technology that hosts a desktop operating system on a centralized 
server in a data center. VDI is a variation on the client-server computing model, sometimes referred to as server-based 
computing. The term was coined by VMware.

7 ICR: intelligent character recognition; OCR: optical character recognition.

8 Source: Forrester’s Q2 2016 Global State Of Artificial Intelligence Online Survey.

9 Forrester’s Zero Trust Model requires a simple but profound change in the way we think about information security: 
In Zero Trust, all network traffic is inherently untrusted. In this report, we present a reference architecture and vendor 
shortlists to help security and risk leaders and CIOs get Zero Trust projects moving quickly. Remember: You don’t 
need a greenfield opportunity to get started with Zero Trust — you can build Zero Trust one data flow at a time. See 
the Forrester report “Jump-Start Zero Trust With Forrester’s Reference Architecture.”

10 Forrester has not made an attempt to determine what this number is. For SaaS apps, a higher percentage has REST 
APIs. When broadening the population to include all commercial-off-the-shelf apps, the statement certainly holds up if 
centering only on REST APIs (i.e., excluding remote procedure calls and traditional APIs that require writing a program 
in order to access them).

11 Source: Automation Anywhere’s Imagine customer experience event, New York City, May 24-25, 2017.

12 Source: Prudential RPA automation lead at the Blue Prism user conference, New York City, June 7, 2017.

13 “Attended” RPA is automation that interacts in real time with humans that initiate and control robot tasks, generally 
associated with front-office, agent-led activities. “Unattended” RPA is automation that replaces a complete human 
function in a “lights out” manner and creates a virtual workforce, generally associated with back-office activities.

14 Source: Jon Theuerkauf, managing director and group head of performance excellence at BNY Mellon, speaking at the 
BNY Mellon keynote session (“What’s Beyond Robotics? How Does Technology Commingle, Collaborate, Converge?”) 
at the Blue Prism user conference, New York City, June 7, 2017.

15 A growing number of service firms want to help. Cognizant has the broadest partner palette, with seven partners and 
counting, and depth in the US health payer industry stemming from the recent TriZetto acquisition. Others, such as 
Genfour, deliver back-office automation services with Blue Prism, Celaton inSTREAM, and UiPath. Wipro works with 
more than 30 customers, primarily partnered with Automation Anywhere, and offers a bright future that links RPA to its 
HOLMES AI platform. Atos has launched RPA as part of its Canopy cloud platform, primarily to support ITSM. Some 
service firms take a strong product focus. Infosys has taken a product approach, while Tata Consultancy Services has 
a full line of robot modules to extract, consolidate, format, and sequence work. Tech Mahindra straddles the product 
and service approach with its own RPA product and several partnerships.
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16 NASA uses RPA in a variety of administrative tasks. Collections and billing had 4,000 transactions per year and saved 
3,000 human hours. Offsite training registration had 3,000 transactions per year and saved 77 human hours.

17 Artificial intelligence is not new. It emerged as a computer science discipline in the 1950s and has been a persistent 
theme in science fiction. What is new now is that billions of dollars are flowing into AI startups and software 
development efforts by both internet heavies and enterprise software vendors alike. To understand the pragmatic 
building blocks you can use today to add AI to your applications, see the Forrester report “Artificial Intelligence: What’s 
Possible For Enterprises In 2017” and see the Forrester report “TechRadar™: Artificial Intelligence Technologies, Q1 
2017.”
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